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Introduction

Educational choice programs—defined broadly as programs that provide parents financial aid to opt their children out of the traditional public school system—have been a topic of significant public discussion and debate in recent months. Despite the increasing news coverage, however, polls show that most Americans are unfamiliar with educational choice programs. Opponents of educational choice continually seek to take advantage of this knowledge gap by promoting various myths in an effort to deter legislators and policymakers from enacting educational choice programs.

In this white paper, the Institute for Justice (IJ), the nation’s leading law firm dedicated to protecting educational choice programs in courts all across the country, seeks to dispel and disprove 12 of these myths so that legislators and the public can make well-informed decisions about the merits of giving parents more control over their children’s education.

The reality is that our present system of delivering publicly funded education is in need of real and dramatic reform. Educational choice programs shift power from the bureaucrats at state departments of education, as well as school districts and unions, and return that power to parents, who know better than government officials what kind of educational environment will best suit their children’s needs.

IJ recognizes that choice-driven competition is an essential ingredient to any education reform effort that hopes to spur innovation, personalize education, and offer students the opportunity to graduate from high school, attend college or a technical school, find a good job, and pursue their own American Dream. This white paper, therefore, is a robust defense of educational choice programs. It is designed to arm policymakers and legislators with easy access to the abundant sources of information and data that confirm that educational choice programs are not only constitutional, but that they can accomplish their intended purpose of improving the lives of and learning opportunities for America’s youth.
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A Word about Terminology

What does IJ mean when it uses the phrase “educational choice program?”

This paper uses the phrase “educational choice program” rather than “school choice program” because of the growing popularity of programs that provide families with more than private school tuition aid. Programs in Arizona, Florida, Mississippi, Nevada, New Hampshire, North Carolina, and Tennessee, for example, provide families with financial assistance to offset costs including curricula for home education, tutors, and educational therapies—such as speech and occupational therapy—as well as for private school tuition.

The phrase “educational choice program” thus denotes programs that provide parents with the means to choose a variety of private educational options for their children instead of sending them full-time to traditional or chartered public schools.

Within the traditional public school system there is a slowly increasing tendency to provide greater parental choice through inter- and intra-district transfer options, chartered schools, online schools, and magnet schools. Although IJ does not oppose those measures, they are frequently insufficient because they present no real competitive challenge to the traditional public school system’s monopoly over students whose parents cannot afford to either move to a better school district or send their children to private schools.

There are four basic ways of delivering educational choice.

First, publicly funded scholarships, often referred to as vouchers, may be given directly by the government to parents. Parents may then select the private (and sometimes public) school of their choice, using the scholarship as partial or total payment, depending on the terms of the particular program.

Second, scholarships may be awarded by private scholarship-granting organizations, rather than directly from the government, and funded by private donations from individuals or corporations that make the taxpayer eligible to claim a tax credit, most often against their income taxes. These private scholarship-granting organizations are usually required to be 501(c)(3) nonprofit organizations. In other words, individuals or companies can reduce their annual tax liability to the state by making a donation to a qualified scholarship-granting organization that will use that money to provide scholarships to eligible families.

Third, personal tax deductions or credits can be given directly to parents for the cost of tuition paid to either a private school or an out-of-boundary public school—or for other education-related expenses paid out of parents’ pockets. Since the cost of tuition often far exceeds parents’ tax-liabilities, parental tax credits and deductions typically do not spur the sort of participation necessary to generate genuine competitive pressure on the public school system and thus have not been a particularly successful or compelling form of educational choice. If the tax credits were made refundable, however, essentially transforming the program into a hybrid type of publicly funded scholarship program, it could spur more participation than a typical personal deduction or tax credit program.

Finally, there has been significant recent interest in educational savings account (“ESA”) programs. ESAs differ from traditional school choice programs in that parents can use the funds deposited in their student’s account not just for private school tuition, but also for a wide variety of educational goods and services, including but not necessarily limited to tutoring, purchasing curricula for use at home, online instruction, special education and related services, and even saving for college tuition. More flexible than publicly funded or tax credit scholarship programs, ESAs allow unprecedented opportunities for parents to customize their children’s educations and take advantage of the rapid growth in educational technologies and resources.

Why does this paper sometimes differentiate “traditional public schools” from “chartered public schools”? Although the vast majority of children are educated in traditional public schools that are operated by local school districts, a growing number of children are educated in schools that are operated by private individuals or companies (both for-profit and non-profit) pursuant to a charter with an appropriate chartering entity. These chartered schools (or charter schools as they are known colloquially) are public schools and are therefore subject to more regulation than private schools. One of the primary strengths of chartered public schools is that they are often not unionized, allowing the chartered schools to put the interests of students ahead of those of teachers and their unions. Although chartered public schools typically have some flexibility in their curriculum offerings and pedagogical approach, thus differentiating their offerings from public district schools, they are not private schools and are subject to significant state regulations and oversight. The distinction between traditional and chartered public schools, however, is real and this paper acknowledges those differences rather than merely lumping all public schools into the same category.
Myth #1: Educational choice programs take money from an already underfunded public school system.

Reality #1: No empirical study has ever found an educational choice program to cause a negative fiscal impact on either taxpayers or public schools. Moreover, inflation-adjusted funding for traditional public schools has skyrocketed in the past 40 years, with no appreciable learning gains, and there is no evidence to suggest that spending even more would produce better educational outcomes.

Educational choice programs do not divert or take a single dollar from public schools—they simply allow funds to follow students, just as funds do whenever a child moves between school districts or enrolls in a chartered public school. Indeed, any time a family moves out of state, decides to educate their child at home, or transfers their student from a public school to a private school, the state eventually stops sending public dollars to the student’s prior public school. Thus, with or without educational choice programs, public schools only receive funding for pupils actually enrolled in those schools. Moreover, there have been 28 empirical studies of the fiscal impact of educational choice programs on taxpayers and public schools. Twenty-five of those studies found the programs saved the state money and three found the programs were revenue-neutral. No empirical study has ever found a negative fiscal impact.

Additionally, there is no empirical evidence to suggest that our nation’s public school systems would improve if more money were spent on those systems. On the surface, the myth that public school systems are underfunded seems plausible because so many schools do not perform well. But the proper question to ask is whether additional spending would improve student academic performance. As a starting point, spending on public education has been increasing steadily for over 50 years. Inflation adjusted per-pupil funding for traditional public schools has nearly octupled since the end of World War II. And between 1970 and 2001, inflation adjusted spending more than doubled from $4,479 to $8,745. If significant increases in spending produced better results, we should have seen significant improvement over this period of time. And yet, academic performance has remained stagnant in the forty year period between 1970 and 2010.

The most recent example of pouring more money into our nation’s failing public school system with no appreciable effect on academic achievement is the Obama Administration’s School Improvement Grant Program. A U.S. Department of Education study released by the Obama Administration itself found that the program, which poured $7 billion into the nation’s worst performing public schools, failed to produce any meaningful results. Schools receiving program funds showed no significant improvement in test scores, graduation rates, or college enrollment compared with similar schools not receiving the funds.
Myth #2: Not only is there no evidence that educational choice programs improve academic outcomes for students who participate in the programs, but recent studies show that such programs actually harm academic performance.

Reality #2: The overwhelming preponderance of existing empirical evidence demonstrates that educational choice programs improve academic outcomes for those who participate in the programs.

The existing research on the impact of educational choice programs on participating students’ academic performance can be summarized as follows:

Eighteen empirical studies have examined academic outcomes for school choice participants using random assignment, the gold standard of social science. Of those, 14 find choice improves student outcomes: six find all students benefit and eight find some benefit and some are not visibly affected. Two studies find no visible effect, and two studies find Louisiana’s voucher program—where most of the eligible private schools were scared away from the program by an expectation of hostile future action from regulators—had a negative effect.17

In addition to the Louisiana studies mentioned in the summary, a later study in Indiana also showed negative effects on participating students’ achievement in the first few years of the program.18 Encouragingly, however, trends both in Louisiana and Indiana are on an upward trajectory.19 The studies released in 2017 of students in Louisiana and Indiana, whose test scores had dropped after their first few years participating in educational choice programs, now show that those students are making real and steady learning gains and are performing on par with their public school peers.20 The most recent studies also show that the students participating in the programs are often transferring from the lowest performing public schools.21 It is not surprising that, in the early years, there may be a transition effect as students adjust to their new schools. Nor is it surprising that test scores rise in later years, as students adapt to their new learning environments.

Moreover, academic performance is just one measure of student achievement. There are other important measures that educational choice programs also impact positively, such as high school graduation rates, college enrollment, civic engagement, parental and student satisfaction rates, and even cost savings to states and municipalities.22 There is simply no research that should cause policymakers alarm regarding decreased academic performance for students participating in well-designed educational choice programs. To the contrary, the bulk of the evidence demonstrates that these programs improve academic performance.
Myth #3: There is no evidence that market-driven competition from educational choice programs encourages traditional public schools to improve.

Reality #3: There is abundant evidence that competition works and encourages traditional public schools to improve.

There have been 34 empirical studies of the effects of educational choice programs on traditional public schools.\textsuperscript{23} The overwhelming majority—32—found that educational choice programs have a positive effect on such schools, while one found no effect and one found a negative effect.\textsuperscript{24}

Numerous evaluations of Florida’s A+ Scholarship Program, in which students at chronically failing public schools could obtain scholarships to transfer to better performing public or private schools, found that the program raised achievement in Florida’s worst performing public schools and that the schools facing the greatest competition made the greatest academic gains.\textsuperscript{25} The increased choices provided to students who were previously unable to afford to switch schools prompted changes in the institutional practices of traditional public schools, which were followed by improvements in test scores.\textsuperscript{26}

The competition injected by Milwaukee’s Parental Choice Program yielded similar benefits for that city’s traditional public schools. “The scores of the students in . . . the schools facing the most potential competition from vouchers . . . improved by more in every subject area tested than did the scores of the students facing less or no competition from vouchers.”\textsuperscript{27} Studies of educational choice programs in Indiana, Louisiana, Maine, and Vermont have likewise documented the positive effects that competition from choice can have on traditional public schools.\textsuperscript{28}

Tellingly, the one study that found no effect on traditional public schools was a study of the very small Washington, D.C., Opportunity Scholarship Program—the country’s only educational choice program that allocates additional money to traditional public schools, thus insulating them from competition.\textsuperscript{29} And in the lone study that found a negative effect on traditional public schools, the authors acknowledged that they “are not currently able to explain” their finding.\textsuperscript{30}

The empirical evidence overwhelmingly demonstrates that increased competition from educational choice programs leads to improvements in the public school system’s performance. By forcing school districts to pay more attention to students eligible for educational choice programs, these programs benefit not only the families choosing to leave the public school system, but also the families choosing to stay in it.
Myth #4: Only the best and brightest students from affluent families benefit from educational choice programs, thus leaving the most disadvantaged and difficult to educate students in the public school system.

Reality #4: Educational choice programs primarily aid disadvantaged students, especially those with special needs or from low-income backgrounds.

In addition to serving students with disabilities, educational choice programs provide opportunities for students from all income classes and backgrounds. Contrary to what many educational choice opponents argue, educational choice programs do not discriminate against low-income or under-served students. Just the opposite, educational choice programs primarily benefit low-income students—those who would otherwise be consigned to whatever education their school district provides. For example, in Indiana alone, over 34,000 students in 2017 used publicly funded scholarships, the eligibility for which was limited to students with disabilities and students from low- and middle-income families. In Arizona, it is estimated that over 16,000 low-income students were awarded tax-credit-funded scholarships that allowed them to enroll in a private school of their choice. And in Kansas, low-income families and students who would otherwise be assigned to a failing public school are now eligible to receive tax-credit-funded scholarships.

In sum, existing educational choice programs primarily aid disadvantaged students.
Ten empirical studies have examined educational choice programs and their impact on racial segregation in schools. “Nine of those studies find school choice moves students into less racially segregated classrooms. The remaining study finds school choice has no visible effect on racial segregation. None finds choice increases racial segregation.”

In the traditional public school system, students are assigned to schools based on their zip code. Often, these geographical boundaries are racially homogenous. As a result, students in predominantly minority neighborhoods will go to school with predominantly minority classmates. Less integrated neighborhoods lead to less integrated public schools. As a consequence, although it has been more than 60 years since the U.S. Supreme Court struck down “separate but equal” in Brown v. Board of Education, America’s public schools remain staggeringly segregated by race and class. In fact, in the last few decades alone, America’s public schools have seen a dramatic increase of “hyper-segregated” schools, or schools where at least 90% of students are minorities.

Ironically, opponents of educational choice sometimes claim that the modern choice movement has its roots in racially discriminatory policies that were designed to avoid the ruling in Brown v. Board of Education. However, there is no evidence that those old policies have any connection to modern day educational choice programs. Opponents, of course, tend to turn a blind eye to the fact that Brown outlawed racial segregation in our nation’s public schools. They also turn a blind eye to the fact that it is zip-code-based school assignments that continue to permit racial gerrymandering. “That is why most people probably do not think of private schooling when they think of ‘white flight,’ but of families moving out of districts with growing African-American populations into suburban districts that tended to be largely white.”

This claim also ignores today’s important realities, such as the fact that the U.S. Supreme Court held in 1976 that private schools may not discriminate on the basis of race, color, or national origin in their admissions policies. The segregationist policies that opponents point to were predicated on the ability of private academies to discriminate on the basis of race. Faced with forced integration of their public schools, some communities closed all of their public schools and provided funding for all students to attend private institutions— institutions set up to preserve the perverse doctrine of separate but equal. But such segregation academies are now clearly illegal.

Finally, this claim ignores the empirical evidence. As mentioned above, educational choice programs have never been found to increase segregation. Rather, they most often result in more integrated classrooms.

To be sure, concerns about the lack of racial integration in America’s schools are legitimate. But, by rejecting the notion that where a student lives should dictate the type or quality of education that he or she receives, educational choice programs help improve integration.
Myth #6: Public schools are held accountable by state tests and curriculum mandates, while unregulated private schools are completely unaccountable.

Reality #6: Public schools lack sufficient accountability to parents because their children must attend their assigned public school regardless of test scores. Private schools are directly accountable to parents and must deliver a satisfactory educational experience or lose students.

A substantial number of Americans must accept whatever assigned public school happens to serve their neighborhood because they lack the financial means either to move into a neighborhood with decent public schools or to pay for private school tuition. Because these families have no place else to turn, the public schools to which they are assigned effectively operate as monopolies, and thus lack sufficient systematic incentives to provide a high quality education to the students they serve. As a result, too many children are stuck in poorly performing—and sometimes dysfunctional—public schools.

Educational choice programs empower parents to leave any school that is not meeting their child’s needs. This market-based approach is the most direct and effective accountability mechanism there is. Indeed, as discussed in detail in response to Myth #3, the threat of competition introduced by educational choice programs has been linked to statistically significant improvements in educational outcomes in traditional public schools.51

And, of course, private schools are not the “unregulated” educational environments that educational choice opponents portray. All 50 states regulate private schools for basic health and safety.52 And many states require private schools to obtain the state’s approval to operate, file regular reports, and follow state curriculum guidelines.53 (Of course, expanding private educational choices, as a general policy, does not require the government to reduce or expand existing regulations of private schools in any way.)

Educational choice programs empower parents to choose the educational environment that best suits their child’s learning style, regardless of whether that is a public or private institution. As such, educational choice programs hold both private and public schools directly accountable to parents.
Myth #7: Because they allow parents to enroll their children in religious schools, educational choice programs violate the principle of separation of church and state and are thus unconstitutional.

Reality #7: The U.S. Supreme Court and numerous state courts have held that religiously neutral educational choice programs that give parents a genuine choice as to where to send their children to school pass constitutional muster.

In 2002, IJ won a landmark U.S. Supreme Court victory in *Zelman v. Simmons-Harris*, which upheld an Ohio voucher program that allowed Cleveland parents to send their children to private and religious schools. The Court stressed that:

[W]here a government aid program is neutral with respect to religion, and provides assistance directly to a broad class of citizens who, in turn, direct government aid to religious schools wholly as a result of their own genuine and independent private choice, the program is not readily subject to challenge under the Establishment Clause.54

As such, under the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, the defining characteristics of a constitutional educational choice program are religious neutrality and private choice.

Religious neutrality means that religious and non-religious providers of educational services may participate in the program. And private choice means that parents are free to decide whether to participate in the program and, if so, to select among those providers. As long as educational choice programs have these two features—and every current educational choice program does—they pass muster under the First Amendment.

State constitutions also contain religion clauses, many of which are worded differently than the First Amendment’s Establishment Clause. Many of these provisions speak in terms of prohibiting appropriations of public funds “in aid of” or “for the benefit of” religious institutions.55 The good news for educational choice advocates is that the overwhelming majority of state courts that have recently considered legal challenges to educational choice programs have concluded that such programs—because they are religiously neutral and provide private choice—“aid” or “benefit” students, not religious institutions.56 While the interpretation of state religion clauses varies, IJ has undertaken a state-by-state review of every state’s constitution and has determined that in nearly every state there is some form of educational choice that will pass muster under these and other types of state constitutional provisions.57
Myth #8: Educational choice programs that offer tax credits to those donating to private charities that award student scholarships are funded with public dollars.

Reality #8: Every court in the nation to consider this question, including the U.S. Supreme Court, has concluded that funds donated to private charities are private funds, regardless of whether the donation makes the taxpayer eligible for a tax deduction or a tax credit.

Several state courts have interpreted their state religion clauses to bar the use of public funds in educational choice programs. In these situations, IJ recommends that legislators and policymakers pursue educational choice programs funded by tax-credit-eligible donations to non-profit organizations that award students with tuition scholarships or administer education savings accounts. Tax-credit-funded educational choice programs are constitutionally viable in these situations because such programs do not rely on any public funding.

Courts across the country have been unanimous in holding that tax-credit-eligible donations to private charities are not public funds. These courts include the U.S. Supreme Court and numerous state appellate courts. As these courts have concluded, tax credits are merely a reduction of tax liability for a taxpayer and simply allow taxpayers to keep more of their own money. At no point does the state own the donated money legally or even ever possess it physically. As the Arizona Supreme Court concluded in its highly influential Kottermann v. Killian decision, to find otherwise would mean that the state essentially has a claim over every cent of taxpayers’ money.

Indeed, the government gives tax benefits for private donations all the time, including both tax deductions and tax credits for charitable donations. No one claims that public funds are involved when someone gets a tax deduction after donating money to their favorite charity, including scholarship-granting organizations. Neither do they make this claim when taxpayers receive credits for donations to other types of non-profit organizations, including churches and other religious organizations. Donations to fund student scholarships are no different.

Tax-credit-funded scholarship programs allow private individuals and corporations to donate private funds to private charitable organizations that award private school scholarships to parents who decide for themselves where to enroll their students. At no time does the government own, control, or possess the monies that fund the private school scholarships.
Myth #9: Because educational choice programs fund religious schools that may teach doctrines at odds with modern scientific theories, choice students attending those schools receive less and worse science education than their public school counterparts.

Reality #9: Educational choice programs fund parents, not schools. Additionally, students who attend religious schools perform well in science on national tests and private school students tend to take more science classes than students in public schools.

Of first importance is the fact that educational choice programs do not fund schools: they fund parents. A private school receives payment for educational services provided to parents and students only after parents make an independent decision to enroll their children at that school. As such, no school is entitled to any funding under an educational choice program. Rather, any money that flows to private schools does so entirely as an incident of private choice. No school receives a single dollar of program monies unless and until a parent decides to spend their scholarship funds at that school. Furthermore, as discussed briefly in the response to Myth #6, states can and do regulate education in private schools to some degree, including imposing requirements that private schools follow state curriculum guidelines. Of course, affording families private educational choices, as a general policy, neither requires the government to reduce nor expand its existing regulations of private schools in any way.)

Additionally, the assertion that students at religious schools are not getting as good an education in science as they would in public schools is unsupported by data about actual educational outcomes. For example, according to the Council on American Private Education, in 2015, fourth and eighth graders attending Catholic schools scored 14 points higher in science on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP). And in twelfth grade, the Catholic school advantage on the NAEP was 18 points. Also, 55 percent of 2015 graduates of religious and independent schools who took the ACT met or exceeded the test’s college readiness benchmark score, compared to 36 percent of graduates from public schools.
Myth #10: Students with special needs are forced to give up their rights under federal law, specifically the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), when they participate in educational choice programs.

Reality #10: No student is ever forced to give up his or her rights under IDEA because participation in educational choice programs is strictly voluntarily.

The IDEA treats students with disabilities whose parents choose to participate in an educational choice program precisely the same way it treats students with disabilities whose parents choose to send their children to private schools using entirely their own money. In both instances, students with disabilities are no longer public school students. Federal law thus treats both educational choice participants and traditional private school students in precisely the same manner; as students who have voluntarily given up their entitlement to a free public education. However, because the IDEA accustoms parents of students with special needs to certain substantive and procedural rights, it is important that parents understand that participating in an educational choice program has real and important implications under the IDEA.67

Parents whose children qualify for special education and related services, and who are enrolled in traditional or chartered public schools, are conferred specific substantive and procedural rights not accorded parents whose children do not qualify for special education.68 These rights, however, are a function of the public school systems’ voluntary receipt of federal IDEA funds to assist the districts in providing special education. These include a right to a “free and appropriate public education” (FAPE)69 and an “Individualized Education Program” (IEP), a written document that outlines the various services that will be provided to educate the student—as well as where the student will be educated.70 Public school parents have the right to challenge the proposed IEP as inadequate to provide FAPE both administratively and in federal court.71 The sad reality, however, is that parents are often dissatisfied with the implementation of their child’s IEP. But parents, especially low-income parents, are at a significant disadvantage in negotiating with, and litigating against, school districts regarding the quality of their child’s education.72

If a school district (or chartered public school) lacks an appropriate placement for a child, his or her IEP may call for placement in a private school.73 In that circumstance the district is responsible for the entire cost of the placement, including the costs of tuition and any necessary supplementary services. This is considered a public placement in a private school, and the district remains responsible for the student. Parents who are dissatisfied by the public placement thus retain their rights to administrative and judicial recourse against the district, although not directly against the school, which remains private.

Students who participate in educational choice programs are considered private placements under the IDEA.74 When a parent unilaterally decides to place his or her child in a private school, the IDEA no longer provides the same substantive and procedural protections that apply when a student is enrolled in a public school. Under a private placement the private school is directly accountable to the parent. The ultimate recourse of a parent who privately places his or her child in a private school and is dissatisfied with the result is to remove his or her child from that school and send him or her to a different school, public or private. Of course, parents are always free to re-enroll their student in a public school and avail themselves of the IDEA’s substantive and procedural rights.
Myth #11: Unlike private schools, public schools must enroll all students.

Reality #11: Although public school districts must enroll all students residing in the district's boundaries who want to attend a school in the district, individual public schools are not required to—and do not—enroll all students.

Public school districts must serve the students who live within the district’s boundaries. And, in most instances, traditional public schools must serve the students who live within the school’s boundaries. However, even where open enrollment laws allow students to attend out-of-boundary schools without paying tuition, whether inter- or intra-district, schools and districts can refuse to enroll out-of-boundary students based on factors such as seat capacity. As such, and as discussed in more detail in response to Myth #5, the biggest basis for discrimination in traditional public schools is zip code. And high-performing chartered public schools often have to resort to lotteries to determine student admissions and maintain wait lists. While children from families that can afford to live in districts with high-performing schools may have access to the public schools they desire, children from poor and middle-income families are often trapped in failing public schools with no means of escaping to better-performing schools.

Moreover, there are more than 3,200 public magnet schools throughout the nation, and such schools commonly make admissions decisions based on test scores and other selective criteria. Likewise, as discussed briefly in response to Myth #10, traditional public schools are not required to—and, in many cases, do not—serve children with special needs in the public school they would attend if the children did not have special needs. Rather, school districts can assign such students to other public schools in the district and even contract with private schools or facilities to educate such students.
Myth #12: Educational choice programs fund private schools that discriminate against students on the basis of religion, disability, sex, and sexual orientation.

Reality #12: Educational choice programs fund parents and students, not schools. Moreover, while educational choice programs do not alter private schools’ existing rights to enroll students using selective admissions criteria, they also do not exempt those schools from existing anti-discrimination laws.

Although opponents of educational choice programs want private schools that enroll participating students to change their admissions policies, this impulse is based on their fundamentally mistaken belief that educational choice programs fund schools. As explained more fully in response to Myths #7 and #9, however, educational choice programs fund parents and students, not schools. Parents, of course, have a fundamental constitutional right “to direct the . . . education of children under their control.” Their choice to use the benefits provided by an educational choice program at a private school that considers factors such as religion, sex, sexual orientation, or disability in admissions, to the extent the use of such selective criteria is permissible under the law, is their choice to make—a choice that is reasonably attributable to the parents, not to the government.

Moreover, educational choice programs do not (indeed, could not) exempt private schools from having to comply with existing federal anti-discrimination statutes. Federal anti-discrimination laws do not prevent religious schools from taking religion into consideration in their admissions decisions. Private schools that are considered recipients of federal financial aid, such as those schools that participate in the Department of Agriculture’s Free and Reduced Price Lunch Program, are forbidden from discriminating against disabled students and may not discriminate on the basis of sex, although the regulations make it clear that at the elementary and secondary level same-sex schooling is perfectly permissible. To date, no court has ever construed “sex” in the context of student admissions to include sexual orientation.

Expanding the scope of existing anti-discrimination laws by requiring that private schools that enroll students who participate in educational choice programs behave like public schools, while allowing other private schools to behave like private schools, would result in limiting parental choice, rather than expanding it as educational choice programs are intended to do. For example, if religious schools could not employ religious tests in admissions and require students to comply with codes of conduct, then many, if not most, religious schools would decline to enroll students participating in educational choice programs so as to protect their religious identity and beliefs.

The bottom line is that there is no one-size-fits-all approach to educating students. Properly constructed educational choice programs leverage a tolerant pluralism to empower parents to exercise their fundamental constitutional right to direct the education and upbringing of the children under their care, including the ability to choose the educational environment that best suits those children’s learning needs.
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